Linking the left brain
and the right brain™
781.789.8238 or vin@damicon.com

Agility can help you in many areas.
Additional Services for Both Sides of Your Brain.
Situation

Service

The Message Isn't Getting Through
You have plenty of ideas and concepts. Some of
them may even be brilliant. But the message is
getting lost somewhere in the delivery process.

Our Maximized Understanding Program solves
this problem. Whether the aim is to create a
manual, specification or handbook, we'll help you
maximize understanding.

The Gap Between Business and Technology Is
Too Wide
There are technical people and there are business
people. Neither understands the issues of the
other. Solutions are either too complex or
misaligned. How do you fix this?
Software Is Too Expensive
You keep hearing about Linux and the open
source movement. What are they all about? Can
they really help your business while saving you
money?

You need someone who can bridge the gap
between technical details and business needs.
Our IT Business Analysis Program provides
answers both sides will embrace.

In a word, yes! Our Open Software Program will
tell you what open source software your business
can use and how much it will save you in time and
money.

Low Return On Investment
You have plenty of computers and software but
they're not providing the value you think they
should. There's still a lot of manual processing
going on.

Check out our Workflow Effectiveness Program.
You don't need to buy more software. You need to
use what you have more effectively.

Under-Utilized Website
You have a website (doesn't everyone?). But it's
not clear that the site provides any real value to
your business. In fact, it may be hurting more than
helping.

A bad website is worse than no website. Our
Website Effectiveness Program will show you
where your site falls short and what you need to
do to fix it.

Persistent Technology Issues
You have more hardware and software than you
know what to do with! You keep spending money
but nagging problems persist.

Check out our Technology Value Program. You
need to know what you have and how it's used.
Then you can apply it effectively.

Help Desk Not Helping
Maybe you need to set up an IT Help Desk
function or perhaps the one you have is just not
getting the job done to the satisfaction of your
business workers.

Read about our Help Desk Program. Running an
effective IT Help Desk is a tough job. We can
show you how to keep support costs low and
make your Help Desk shine!
(over)

More Brain Power Focused On Your Business!
We can help you resolve the toughest information technology issues by providing concrete
results that:
Maximize understanding by transforming ideas and concepts into useful written content,
Translate information technology into business results,
Cut software costs by migrating portions of your business to open-source software,
Reduce the cost of daily operations through improved workflow effectiveness,
Extract maximum value from your website by focusing on the needs of people using it,
Get more out of your existing computer systems by finding more technology value,
Make your help desk more effective in dealing with information technology problems.
After we meet, you'll receive a proposal tailored to your situation and designed to provide maximum
value to your business.
Our approach is collaborative. You know your business and your people. We know information
technology and how to explain it. Together, we can be a great team.
The advice we provide won't be vague and abstract. It will be concrete and actionable.

DAMICON will improve your agility!
Vin D'Amico is Founder and President of DAMICON, LLC, your ADJUNCT
CIO™. He is an agility expert helping companies respond and adapt to changing
business conditions. Ultimately, you don't need to BE better than your
competition. You just need to EXECUTE better.
Agile Business Continuity Plans and Security Policies, help you avoid common
problems and rapidly respond to the unexpected. Agile Requirements
Specifications, White Papers and Case Studies help you seize new opportunities.
DAMICON has expertise in delivering solutions that work for mid-sized
companies in business-to-business and industrial markets.
Call or email us today. There is no cost or obligation for an initial consultation. Call 781.789.8238 or
email vin@damicon.com. You can also get more information at http://www.damicon.com/.
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